
Tome of Knowledge



Eldarune calls for you  to explore the 
Elymnias World 

and 
become a part of the story.
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Eldarune is an AAA medieval, fantasy, action, Arena-RPG game with
4K graphics, clan and season system. The game is based on a very
engaging storyline.

While playing Eldarune you will travel 21 islands, fight in the
hundreds of dungeons, and defeat the strongest monsters in the
Elymnias world with your clan. But don’t forget to join PvP Battles to
test your capability against your opponents both alone and with your
clan.

OVERVIEW

Players can use weapons, dragons, and battleship to defeat their
opponents.

Eldarune has four different game modes and every game mode
offers different gameplay experience with various game
mechanics. To be successful, for every game mode, players and
clans need to develop different strategies in battle.

Eldarune is a complete package fun game.

Watch the gameplay
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wAmNNJCHyJc


BECOME A PART OF
THE STORY

Justiciars are a privileged class traveling all over the
world to fight injustice. We welcome all players to
experience the events following Alec, the protagonist of
Eldarune.

With Eldarune’s rich story and gameplay mechanics,
become a part of the story!

Eldarune takes place in a fictional medieval world called
Elymnias. The story of Eldarune follows Alec who was
separated from his family as a child to be raised as a
Justiciar.
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Eldarune offers rich gameplay mechanics and gaming experience  that will
satisfy even the most experienced gamers. Players can choose from a wide
variety of weapons: swords, axes, maces, and more for close combat or
crossbows for ranged battles. 

Players need to strengthen their champions in many different ways.
Profession skills, alchemy, potion crafting, weapon mastery, magic and more
including acquiring stronger gears.

The best way to do so is grinding Dungeons, participating in Clan Boss battles
or PvP Arena.

Battles in Eldarune are not limited to man-to-man combat but include aerial
wars with riding dragons or naval wars with battleships.

GAMEPLAY
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Campaign

Players will learn the basics of the game by playing
Eldarune's story mode, and also they will learn the
lore and experience the fundamentals of the
game. Which we believe necessary to enjoy other
modes fully.

The main Character of Campaign Mode is Alec.
Players need to purchase Alec NFTs to play the
game. In the Campaign Mode, Alec will be creating
a strong army to fight against injustice.

Dungeon

Players can play dungeons to farm items
independently or as a team, such as in a co-op.
Farming dungeons will help players to get
better gear. After clearing a dungeon, a more
difficult one will be unlocked. You can play the
same dungeon over and over again or move to
a harder one. The harder the dungeon, the
better items will drop.

GAME MODES
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Clan Boss

This mode focuses on playing as a clan.
Clans need to fight against an
overwhelming enemy together. Each clan
member will be rewarded with items if
they are able to defeat the boss. In
addition, every clan member needs to hit
a certain amount of damage to get
rewards.

PvP Arena

This is where players can fight against each
other in many different styles. They can fight
1v1 up to 5v5, 5v5v5, and more. Depending
on the number, it can be a small battle or a
death match. There are different types of PvP
arenas, they are not only limited to man-to-
man combat, but players can also ride
dragons for aerial battles or sail battleships
for naval fights.

Players will have different NFT champions for
all these game modes except the campaign.
Each champion is specialized in a particular
combat type. Some will be using crossbows,
some swords and some axes, maces etc. and
some magic.

GAME MODES
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You will get some free-to-use champions and more champions can
either be bought through the marketplace or dropped from
dungeons.

Players are offered many different characters to play with. Each
character(also referred as champion) has its unique strengths which
are required for different situations. 

But before you  battle don’t forget to choose the right  champion,
weapons, armor and upgrade your Items and Skills.  

CHARACTERS

alec
Separated from his
family as a child,
Alec was raised as a
Justiciar. A title that 
holds great power and
responsibility. He was trained
in many different disciplines including martial arts,
swordsmanship, magic, alchemy, politics etc. He even
bears the right to judge even the high nobles and kings.
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HERE ARE SOME OF THE CHARACTERS 
FROM THE LORE AND 
MANY MORE WILL BE
INTRODUCED.



CHARACTERS

ELORA
A strong-willed, tough as
a tank woman. Working
as a blacksmith, she
forges the best armor
and weapon. Even
though she is tough and
hard to approach on the
surface, a gentle spirit
lies deep within. Has no
interest in starting a
family or having a child,
she thrives on
challenges. 

Pirate Captain
A very skilled and witty pirate
captain. Not necessarily evil
but with many misfortune
that life has brought upon
him, he became somewhat
neutral evil. Ranscaking,
human-trafficking, naval
warfare… he has seen and
done things. It’s not widely
known that Elora and
Captain and siblings. 
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CHARACTERS

Alchemist
A man of his desires and
hunger for power. Does not
innately own magical skills
but his hard work put in
the alchemy provided him
some use of magic. He
goes to the extent of
practicing dangerous and
taboo experiments
resulting in his expulsion
from his community. 

Skull Crushers
These are the results of a
somewhat failed alchemy
experience. People who were
pirates once, becoming a part
of the Alchemist’s experience,
turned into abominations.
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AERIAL BATTLES

dragons

Dragons are ancient creatures of Elymnias.
Many could be seen tearing the skies many years
ago but now they are low in numbers. Still, for a
champion to ride one, you will need to sacrifice a
lot.



NAVAL BATTLES

Battleships

The vast seas of Elymnias prove useful for sailing, especially for
battleships. Battleships are very costly, but essential for naval
fights and offer great leverage against your opponents.
However, building a ship takes lots of resources and effort.
Thus, they are limited in numbers. 
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ITEMS AND
CHARACTERS AS NFTS

The prominent issue with traditional gaming is that all in-game assets are
either stored in a centralized server where owner of the game has
complete control over them, or stored in the physical device where the
game is being run. Either way, these assets/items might prove valuable as
long as the players are engaged with the game. 

The reward they get is the feeling of contentment and satisfaction, but
once they feel complete and stop playing the game, all those assets and
hours invested will be worth nothing.

This is where Eldarune offers two critical values to
players. A fun game to play and NFT based assets.

In Eldarune, all the game assets, weapons, armors,
characters, and champions are NFTs. All items and
assets like gears, skill books or champions in Eldarune
are NFTs. . 

Players are free to buy NFTs to have a better
experience, or just be satisfied with what they farm.

Either way, they are free to re-sell them either for a
profit or when they decide to leave the game
altogether.
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UPGRADABLE 
AND RENTABLE NFTS
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As mentioned previously, all items in Eldarune are NFTs. Selling NFTs
is already a widely known trend. However, Eldarune adds a few more
mechanics to this system. For NFT owners; players can upgrade their
NFTs to a higher level with better stats for leverage in battle. Or they
can rent their NFTs to other players for a limited time in return for a
profit.

Other players can rent NFTs for their use when they need some
power-up for a limited time in a dungeon or PvP arena. Especially
useful for dragon and ship NFTs since they are very difficult to
acquire. This upgrade and rent system is sure to make players more
engaging by providing them necessary tools for battle while keeping
the in game economy more dynamic.

Sustainability

The cornerstone of Eldarune’s scalability is based on the season
system. Eldarune is set to have 21 seasons pre-determined. Each
season will be unlocked with a new island that players can explore
with new enemies and new gears available. This aims to solve the
issue of a sustainable and dynamic game economy. 

Without adding new objectives and assets, players tend to leave the
project way too soon when there is not much left to do. Foundation of
blockchain games is essentially based on community.

A large and dedicated player community will provide long term
sustainability for Eldarune. With mechanics like; season system, NFT
upgrades, rentable NFTs and different game modes -Campaign,
Dungeon, Clan Boss and PvP Arena- a fail-proof system is set.



GAME ECONOMY

To purchase arena tickets for participating in PvP battles.

To create clans which is very important and also essential for Clan
Boss mode.

To buy chests. There are different types of chests that yield
different kinds of NFTs. Skill Book chests that provide players
tomes for them to increase their stats or learn new skills. 

To buy NFTs. There are dragon and battleship NFTs with limited
supply. These are very potent tools for battle. Dragon and ship
NFTs will be mandatory to be able to participate in aerial fights or
naval fights in PvP mode. 

Token Utilities

Eldarune’s token is named ELDA and it has many different use cases.
ELDA will drop from quests, objectives and challenges. Completing
quests, defeating a boss in Clan Boss mode, winning a PvP arena fight,
special events and much more.

With the ELDA tokens dropped, players can utilize them in various
ways:

    To be able to use the autoplay function for idle grinding in
dungeons.

       Item chests that contain a random gear for players to
       equip. Champion chests that will drop a champion to be
       used in PvP, Dungeon or Clan Boss mode.
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TOKEN METRICS
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Seed Round                             5%
Private Round                      6,5%
GuildRound                          4,5%
NFT Round                           3%
Public Round                           4%
Team                                        11%
Advisor                                     2%
 Treasury                                  2%
Community                               4%
Marketing                                 9%
In-Game Rewards               41%
Liquidity                                    8%



CORE PROBLEMS OF GAMEFI

Most GameFi Projects Ignore the Fun

With the recent rise of GameFi, many projects have emerged.
However, most of them are still in the development process. You can
see they are listed on some DEX, but token value fluctuates
considerably. This is because they focus too much on earning aspect
of the games, and the fun part is usually neglected. Thus, the player
base can dump the value just like they pump it in the first place.
GameFi is still a shallow market, making it very vulnerable and
exposed to the fluctuation of their token values. This dramatically
limits the full potential of the projects. 

As long as a project is not focused on fun, players might leave on the 
  slightest devaluation, which may cause a dump in the project’s
    overall value.

Poor Sustainability

Even though we are stressing that the most critical aspect of a GameFi
project should be the fun gameplay, ignoring the importance of a well-
studied tokenomics will doom any project. In this sense, Eldarune will
have a limited supply of ELDA tokens and a long-term roadmap with a
season based approach for the long-term sustainability of the game. A
new season is coming around every three months; players will explore
more and more, and they feel more invested in the game.
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ELDARUNE OFFERS GREAT VALUE

With rich and complex gameplay

With rich and complex gameplay, players would actually enjoy playing.
Players will have four different game modes to choose from:
Campaign, Dungeon, Clan Boss and PvP Arena.
 
30+ dedicated team members with many years of experience

A team consisting of people with expertise is essential for any project.
Dedicated game developers, game artists music composers,
blockchain and back-end developers are all experts in their fields.
 
Complete ownership of in-game items and tokens

     Complete ownership of all in-game assets and tokens. Players can
rent & sell or upgrade every NFT they own. Either for a profit or
leverage in battle.
 
Scalability
Tokenomics and season-based systems offer full scalability for many
years.

Well-studied tokenomics is the cornerstone of GameFi projects. It can
be the line between the failure or success of the project. Eldarune’s
well-studied tokenomics will ensure players will enjoy the game while
maintaining their earnings.
 
Player-focused approach
Players are at the core of our game. Our team is constantly improving
things as per the feedback from our community. Unlike traditional
games, interactions between the player (community) and the project
owner are contionus in GameFi industry. And what players do and
how much they invest in the game directly affects the game itself.
Therefore, we believe keeping strong communication bonds with the
community is essential. 17
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ROADMAP

Upgrades:

Game Engine 

Gameplay Mechanics 

Game Graphics  

Blockchain
Integration

Closed/Public Testnet
for Campaign Mode

Foundation Campaign Beta

Dungeon Alpha

Clan Boss Alpha

PvP Arena Alpha

Clan Boss Mode T.

Dragon and Ship
NFT Fights

In-Game Real Estate
Sale

Season 3 Mainnet
Release Season 4 Mainnet

Release

Season 13 - 21

New Items

Gameplay Updates

New Champions

Alec and Champions
NFT Sale

Closed/Public PvP
Arena Mode T.

Closed/Public T. for
Dungeon Mode

Dragon and Ship
NFT Sales

Full Game Release 1

Guild System
Integration

Campaign Mode
Treasure Hunt

TGE Public Sales
($ELDA TOKEN)

Q3 2021

Q2 2022

Q1 2023

Q3 2022

Q2 2023

Q4 2022

UPCOMING
YEARS

Q4 2021 Q1 2022

New Champions
New Items
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Tome of Knowledge

Eldarune calls for you to explore 
Elymnias World 

and 
become a part of the story.

https://www.twitch.tv/eldarune
https://twitter.com/PlayEldarune
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC1GtI02aznQ2SjxOMHCPVvA
https://www.eldarune.com/

